MEET-UP

**General abstract** (100 - 200 words) which should contain the following: a description of your starting research and/or practice-based project for which you would like to explore and discuss partnerships with colleagues during the meet-up.

Please note that this format is not intended to get substantive input but to explore possible ways to collaborate as well as search for interesting people/partners to collaborate with.

**Extended summary** (250 - 1000 words) which should give an answer to the following questions:

1. Which type of colleagues and/or institutions do you aim to meet during this meet-up?
2. What do you aim to get out of this meet-up?

Examples of submission topics:

- You are studying a new pedagogic approach in schools for nurses using virtual reality (VR) to support the competence skills of futures nurses and you would like to explore whether this approach of VR would also fit for students in nursing in Belgium, Germany, and France. In addition, you might think of applying for European funding. But you don’t have any partners yet. This round table initiative provides you the opportunity to explore.

- You have been developing an international curriculum for master students in Learning and innovation and you would like to find European colleagues for other master programs to collaborate.